ABSTRACT. Given an arbitrary Radon probability measure on the circle ir, a generlization of the classical Cauchy transform is obtained. These projections are used to prove that each bounded linear operator from a reflexive subspace of L1 or L1(n)/H1 into H°°(D) admits a bounded extension. These facts lead to different variants of the cotype-2 inequality for L1 (irj/H1. Applications are given to absolutely summing operators and the existence of certain bounded bianalytic functions.
ABSTRACT. Given an arbitrary Radon probability measure on the circle ir, a generlization of the classical Cauchy transform is obtained. These projections are used to prove that each bounded linear operator from a reflexive subspace of L1 or L1(n)/H1 into H°°(D) admits a bounded extension. These facts lead to different variants of the cotype-2 inequality for L1 (irj/H1. Applications are given to absolutely summing operators and the existence of certain bounded bianalytic functions.
For instance, we derive the Hubert space factorization of arbitrary bounded linear operators from H°°(D) into its dual without an a priori approximation hypothesis, thus completing some of the work in [1] . Our methods give new information about the Fourier coefficients of H°°(D x £>)-functions, thus improving a theorem in [6] .
Introduction.
The results of this paper are related to previous work in [1] . We are mainly concerned with lifting and extension properties, and their applications to absolutely summing operators on the disc algebra, and the existence of certain bianalytic functions.
One of the problems appearing in this framework is to find analogues of the classical Riesz-projection R satisfying Lp-Lp (1 < p < oo) and L1-Lloc boundedness properties with respect to given measures. Since these measures are in general not weights, R itself cannot be used. In §1 it is shown that if A is a positive /^-function on the circle n, there exists an L'-function Ai > A and an "analytic" projection satisfying previously considered boundedness properties with respect to the measure Ai dm (m = Haar measure). This fact leads to a conceptual simplification of methods applied in [1] (see §2) to prove the cotype-2 and Grothendieck properties of L1 /Hq-A way to formulate the cotype-2 property is that given any sequence (<pj) of H°°-functions on the unit circle it satisfying the condition || ^ |<Aj|2||oo < 1, there exists a bounded function $ on f2 x it (fî = Cantor group) which is H°° in the second variable and satisfies / $(e,6)sj de = 4>3(6) for each j Jit (denoting the jth Rademacher function by e0). An explicit construction of the function $ does not seem to be known. This fact means equivalently that if Y is the subspace of L1(Q) spanned by the Rademacher function and T is any bounded linear operator from Y into H°°, there exists a linear extension T of T from L1(Q) into H°°, \\T\\ < const ||T||. We generalize this principle to arbitrary reflexive
Existence of certain projections.
If p is a Radon probability measure on the unit circle tt, let Hp(p) denote the closure in Lp(p) of the analytic polynomials (0 < p < oo). Denote by m the Haar measure on tt and let dp, = A dm + dps be the Lebesgue decomposition of p.. As a consequence of peak-set theory ( [1] , e.g.), Hp(p) decomposes as Hp(p) = Hp(A)®Lp(pa).
In this section we consider projections from Lp(p) onto Hp(p) for 1 < p < oo. The decomposition mentioned above reduces the problem to the case dp -A dm, where A is in L\(it).
In [15] the existence of a projection is shown for fixed 1 < p < oo under the additional hypothesis that log A is in Lx(it). If $ is an outer function with |$| = A1'p (on 7r), such a projection is given by the formula
P(4>) = Q-1R[<S><t>],
where R is the Riesz projection. Clearly this projection depends on p. In fact, for the questions in which we are interested, it suffices for given A in Ll(it) to construct good projections with respect to some measure Ai • dm, where A < Ai and /Ai dm < G/Adm. Now Ai can be chosen such that A, satisfies
Muckenhoupt's Ai-condition (see [14] ) and, taking |$| = A/ , it can be shown that the projection defined above is p-bounded for all 1 < p < 2 (see [7, §2] ).
Several problems relative to the theory of absolutely summing operators on the disc algebra require in addition the L1(Ai)-Ll00(Ai) boundedness of the projection. The above operator P does not satisfy this property in general, and the purpose of this section is to exhibit such projections.
In [1] the cotype-2 and Grothendieck properties of Lx/H¿ were proved using operators (at least implicitly) satisfying a weak-type property but with respect to distinct measures. Using similar methods, the following fact will be shown. THEOREM l.l. Given A in L\(it), /A = 1, there exist Ai > A, /Ai < G, and a projection P from L2(A\) onto H2(Ai) which is Lp(Ai)-Lp(A\) bounded for 1 < p < oo and Ll(Ai)-Ll'°°(Ai)
bounded.
In what follows, //^-functions will always be considered as functions on it. C will be used to denote various constants. The proof of Theorem 1 depends on the following proposition. 3.E,^ = la.e.
Defining F = ^c¿|r¿|, we have 4. / < F, 5 . |t¿|F < Ccx for each i, 6 . ||F||i < G, where C is a constant depending on r.
The role of the power r will appear later. We assume r > 2 for convenience. Proposition 1 will be derived from LEMMA It follows by taking ct = CM1 (for some G) and F -X3c*lTil that conditions (4)-(6) of the proposition hold. (2) and (4') are valid. Also l#|1/r < C^2WA, \fa\1/rG < C^WAG < CM\ PROOF OF LEMMA 1.3. We assume \\f\\oo < oo. The general case then follows from a standard compactness argument left to the reader. Fix 0 < e < \, let 0 < 6 < 5 and M > 2 be constants to be made precise later, let j satisfy / < MJ, and let A, = [/ > Ml] for i = 0,1,...,j.
Define inductively outer functions xpx with modulus given by \xP}\ = \-(l-e)xA}-Fori = 0,...,j-l, Multiplication by M' and summation yield ¿M*||l-^t||2<C(log£-1)2X;M«|Al| + G^^(¿) 'Mk\\l-xPk\\2.
Thus for 62M large enough, we obtain the estimation M*||l-^||2<G(log£-1)2EM«|Al|<C(log£-1)2-By construction, |í/>¿| < e on A¿ and (*) |V*111 -V'fcl < ¿fc-* forfc<i.
which clearly satisfies conditions (3) and (6) of the lemma. Take
Thus (2) and (4) hold. It follows from (*) that for i < fc,
From this it is easily seen that for any p > 0, ¿|<A,r<2 + ^6"s/2<GÉ. Thus, for cp in Lp(Ai), the series defining P converges in Lp(Ai) and j\P<P\pAl<cpj\<P\pAi.
It is easily seen that P(<p) is in Hp(Ai) by using the inclusion H°° C Hp(Ai) and approximation of R by R * Pp (0 < p < 1), where Pp is the Poisson kernel. Also, if <p is in Hp(Ai), it follows from Proposition 1(3) that P<p = (p.
It follows from the weak-type property of R that if a £ Lx(it) and ß £ L°°(Tf), then j\R[ap2\ß\dm<C\\a\\\/2\\ß\\\/2\\ß\\]l2. REMARKS. 1. The results of this section admit generalizations in the frame of Dirichlet and log modular algebras. For instance, one may consider the H't'(U)-spaces defined using holomorphic Brownian martingales in [19] . On the other hand, generalized Cauchy projections for the bidisc-algebra A(D2) need not exist (see remarks at the end).
2. It may be an interesting question to determine for what functions Ai the conclusion of Theorem 1 is valid, i.e. there exists a projection with the required properties.
3. Defining Hq(p) as the closure in Lp(p) of the analytic trigonometric polynomials of mean zero, Theorem 1.1 can be restated for //¿"(Ai) (in fact, one need only replace R by R -f ■ dm.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use In the range 1 < p < oo, we want to know later that a p-summing map is called p-integral if the above factorization holds with L°°(H) replaced by Y**. It is well known that a subspace Y of Ll is reflexive iff it has type p for some 1 < p < 2. Y can then be embedded in V for any r < p [17, 11] . This embedding is obtained by a change of density: There is a nonnegative mean-1 function A such that If (6j) denotes a sequence of p-stable variables, the second factor in the right member is dominated by //lEHwhiM^V)! ¿"dp* < j Qr||26U%(u/)r)1/r dJ < Gp,r.
This proves the lemma. Denote by q: Ll(n) -* L1 /H¿ the quotient map. The following lifting property holds. PROOF. First, fixing some 1 < r < p, we may assume the equivalence of the Ll(U)-and Lr(fi)-norms on Y by changing the density. Further, since there will be uniform dependence of the constants, only finite sequences must be considered. Then u is bounded by Hardy's theorem, but does not admit an extension.
3. Applications. First we give the analogue of the cotype-2 inequality for L1 /H¿, replacing the Rademacher functions by p-stable variables (in fact, we may consider any sequence in Ll(Q) equivalent to the usual Zp-basis).
COROLLARY 3.1. Denote by (tj) a sequence of independent p-stable variables on a probability space fi (1 < p < 2). For (xj) a sequence in Ll/H¿, Related to (1), notice again the example of the identity operator H°° -» H1 and the embedding i: H1 -» Ll(it). Then iu is integral, but u is not integral.
Corollary 3.1 permits us to extend certain properties of (p, g)-summing operators on G(-K")-spaces defined on H°°. Recall that a linear operator u between normed spaces E, F is (p, g)-summing provided that for some constant G and all finite sequences (x3) in E, (X;||U(x,)||p)1/P > Csup^^Kx^x*)!")17"; I'inF, ||x*|| < lj holds. The smallest constant satisfying the property is denoted 7rP)9(u).
In the sequel, u will be a linear operator from H°° into a Banach space Z. It will always be possible to assume that Z is finite dimensional and, by local reflexivity, that the range of adjoint operator u* is contained in L1 /H¿. The next fact was observed by G. Pisier (private communication). The integral can be evaluated as in Lemma 2.1, using p'-stable variables. Hence the estimate Cp^p^u) follows.
In fact, this result has the following improvement (cf. [12] ).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Theorem 3.4. If q> p > 2 then ifq(u) < cPtqirp^(u).
From this fact the results on //"^-bilinear forms mentioned in the introduction will be derived. Of course one can assume p > 2. By Corollary 3.3 it will suffice to majorize 7rPi2(u). We proceed by the extrapolation method. To avoid problems of approximation by finite rank operators, however, we proceed on a bounded number of vectors. For fixed n = 1,2,..., let irp¿(u) denote the (p, ç)-summing norm of the operators u:£-«F with respect to n vectors, i.e. the smallest constant c > 0 satisfying for all finite sequences (z*)"=1 in Z*, and (-y¿) is an s'-stable sequence. To estimate Kp,r(u), consider r'-stable variables (*n) and introduce a Rademacher-average in the left member of (t) to obtain the majorization; since p' < r', Kp,2(u)j (E ll2;ilP'l^(^)lP')1/P' du < cp,rKp<2(u) (£ ||2;||p')1/P', proving the lemma.
To interpolate, the following fact will be used, whose proof we momentarily postpone. Consequently, E \(p"\r < C6\~ and it remains to choose ¿i small enough. The proof of 3.7 is essentially contained in [1] (see §4). It is based on the following result concerning interpolating sequences in the disc (see [1, Corollary 3.7] and [2] for basic theory). 
3-II E Itfcl lloo <M(n).
The interest of the lemma is that the constant G appearing in (2) Since L1 /H¿ has the cotype-2 property and if00 identifies with its dual space, the local reflexivity principle impies that (if00)* also has cotype-2. Hence, since any operator from an L°° space into a space with cotype-2 is 2-summing. Let us give some formulations of the latter fact in terms of projective tensor algebras. If A, B are commutative Banach algebras, the Banach space projective tensor product A®B again has a natural structure of a commutative Banach algebra and is called the projective tensor algebra of A and B. More details on this can be found in [8] and in the introduction of [10] .
COROLLARY 3.11. If i denotes the natural imbedding of H°°(D) into L°°(Tf), then i®i is an isomorphic embedding of the projective tensor algebra H°°(D)® H°°(D) into L00(7r)®L00(7r). Thus H00(D)<S>H00(D) is a closed subalgebra of L00^)®!00^).
Notice that Corollary 3.11 is an isomorphic, and not an isometric, result, as pointed out in [4] . Since the identity map from L0O(7r)®Loo(7r) to the injective tensor product L00(7r)®L00(7r) is one-to-one, (3.11) implies PROOF. By (3.11), if ç is not in i/00®//00, there is a bilinear form ß on L°°w hich annihilates the cross product H°° ® H°° and (ç, ß) / 0. By Grothendieck's theorem, ß extends to a bounded bilinear form on L2(p) for some probability measure p on the spectrum of L°°(7r). Using a suitable finite rank orthogonal projection on L2(p), ß can be replaced by an element ß\ of the cross-product 
Interpolation inequalities involving Riesz projections.
Let R-denote the Riesz-projection on the (strictly) negative integers. The method of proving the next inequality is related to [6, §4] . However, the exponent B will be important for our purposes. We end this section with some inequalities involving only Lp (p < 1) and L1,0°.
They will not be applied later on. We rely on the following probabilistic lemma.
LEMMA 4.8. Assume thatX is a random variable on a probability space Q such that ||X||ii00 < 00. Then there exists an average Y of independent copies of the symmetrization X" of X such that, for 0 < p < 1, Gp ||X||ii00 < ||F||p < Gp||X||ii00.
The proof is standard. Fix A < 0 and use the fact that ||F||P dominates the Lp-norm of the square function of independent copies of Ax[|x,|<a]-The number of copies is of order [|XS| > A]-1. We leave the details to the reader. Applications of (5.2) will be given in the next section. Let us first recall the following lifting principle for reflexive subspaces of L1 /Hq (see [1, §2] for the proof). Taking the supremum of the left-member over suitable (fa) C H°° gives (*).
Next, we have, as a consequence of (6.2), S. Kisliakov's characterization of the ll-multipliers on the bidisc-algebra A(D x D) (see [6] ). and it remains to integrate with respect to e, after using the weak-type minorization for the negative Riesz-transform of the L1/ifo"norm-REMARKS. 1. (6.1)-(6.3) rely only on the weaker version of (5.1) for translationinvariant Y. In this setting one could in fact even impose on the bianalytic functions $ the additional condition that for fixed fa <&(B,xp) has a uniformly convergent Fourier series in 6.
2. There are many problems related to the results we discussed before. The constant appearing in the inequality depends (a priori) on the type and the type-constant of this reflexive space.
Despite the fact that ií_ ® ñ_ has no regularity with respect to the Ll(ir x n)-norm, certain results for the bidisc-algebra could be obtained from the interpolation inequalities given in §4. Inequalities of this nature do not seem to be known for the 3-fold projection Ä_ ® i?_ ® fi_. The problem of whether or not the analogue to LHti) The details are standard and left to the reader. Consider the case p > 2 (the case p < 2 is similar). By hypothesis there is thus a probability measure v on K and an operator T, ||T|| < kp(X), factoring X I C(K) Xp(p) Lp(u) where Xp(p) is the closure of X in Lp(p) and the maps other than T are identity maps. This is, of course, the Pietsch theorem from above. Clearly (2) remains valid for systems * = (xpi,... ,xpn) where xpj £ Xp(p). Define xp} = T(a3), where a, *3 -4>3X[\<t>,\>e\ (1 < j < n). Then || max \fa -Vj||U'(f») < Elirai i?
and hence is dominated by /cp(X)n1/pe. On the other hand, by the square function property
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use since the a¿'s are disjointly supported. A contradiction of (2) results. This proves the lemma.
The key observation is the following property.
LEMMA 6.5. There exists for each e > 0 and n = 1,2,... a system (tpj)"=l in the unit ball of A(D2) such that {x £ 7r2| |<£j(x)| > e} are disjoint subsets of if2, while || E IV'j'I lloo > cne whenever (xpj)f=l in A(D2) is an approximation W&j ~ "0J || < c (1 < j < n) (c a positive numerical constant).
Momentarily postponing the proof, we show how the lemmas give the required conclusion, i.e. the (ip,7rp) failure of A(D2) for any p ^ 2. Fix p ^ 2 and choose £=±cfcpp0_1"~max(2'p)~\ where c is the constant appearing in (6.5). Apply (6.4) to the sequence (fa)"'=l given by (6.5) . Hence, a decompostiion <pj -fa + </>'' in A(D2) is obtained, where <p'j,4>" satisfy (i), (ii) of (6.1). Hence ||<^-||oo < c, implying (fa = <p'-)
By letting n tend to infinity, the finiteness of kp(X) is contradicted. The proof of Lemma 6.5 uses the spaces of homogeneous polynomials Pn -[zi\vN~i\j = 0,1,...,N] on D2. The fa of (6.2) will be homogeneous polynomials of degree Nj. We claim that it suffices to consider only systems (xpj)™_x, where xpj £ P^j for each j = 1,... , n. Indeed, the conditions \\faj -xpj \\oo < c (1 < j < n) and || EJ=i IV'jl lloo < c in £ satisfied by some system (xpj) in A(D2) are preserved if xpj is replaced by xpj £ P^}, defined by 1 f2* ■(a,w) = T-/ fa(etez,eiew)e-lN>ed6.
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This reduces (6.5) to the following problem.
LEMMA 6.6. There is a sequence (p_,)"=1 of analytic trigonometric polynomials of degree Nj such that the sets {B £ n\ \pj(B)\ > e} are mutually disjoint and II E>=i \Qj\ lloo > c in £ whenever (¡7j)™=1 is a sequence of analytic polynomials satisfying \\pj -qj\\oo < c and degree(qj) < degree(pj) (1 < j < n).
The reduction is carried out by restricting, for example, fa. to 7r x it and writing Of course a(N,e) -* 0 for TV -► oo and TV can be chosen with a(TV, e) = o(e). p is a minimizing polynomial of degree TV, and / some interval of length 2a. The required property is easily seen to hold.
PROOF OF 6.6. Let p and J be as in (6.7). Consider a (nonanalytic) polynomial t satisfying ||t||oo = 1, |1 -t| < 7 on 7r \ J and |r| < 7 if |p| > 2e, 7 = 7(71) being some small number. Since |1 + et(et+1_e,)| > 2(e/10)1/ñ, R large with respect to fci,...,fc_i, öt+1 is sufficiently close to Bt to preserve (1) and, in addition, (2) yields the properties for s = i + l.
The point 6n obtained at the end verifies El9t(0n)|>^.
t=l
